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Helicopter Activity Instructions
Maryellen couldn’t wait to show those mean sixth-grade boys what she could do! And she did show them—by building a real flying
machine for the science contest. Today we’re going to make our own flying machine—a paper helicopter. The helicopter is a classic
design that spins rapidly as it descends. It works great when dropped from a high place. Try different amounts of weight on the
bottom tab. Notice that the helicopter spins in different directions depending on which direction the rotors are folded.
Step 1: Carefully cut apart the three
helicopter templates along the red
dashed lines so that they are
separated into individual strips of
paper.

Step 2: Once all of the helicopter
template paper strips are separated, take
one of the strips and carefully cut a slit
between the top flaps along the long
blue dashed line. Fold the top flaps, or
rotors, down along the dotted fold lines
in the center of the helicopter. Fold these
flaps in different directions so that one
rotor extends to the left and one to the
right.

Step 3: Separate the side flaps by cutting
along the short blue dashed lines that
extend into the middle of the helicopter.
Fold these flaps toward each other along
the light-blue dotted lines, so that they
overlap and create a narrow column at the
bottom of the helicopter.
Step 4: Near the bottom of the column,
fold up the small tab along the light-blue
dotted fold line. Attach a paper clip to the
folded bottom tab to add weight. Hold
the helicopter high above your head, with
your fingers placed just below the rotors.
Let your helicopter go, and watch your
flying machine gracefully twirl and spin to
the ground!
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